
 

 

2023 Texas Pinball Festival Vendor and Advertising Opportunities 
 

Vendor Space: Starting at $500 
Each single vendor space includes 2 vendor passes. Double space includes 4 passes. Custom 
spaces will include agreed space and number of passes. There are no discounts if fewer passes 
are needed (invite a friend). 
 

Outer Foyer space – 8’ wide x 6’ deep, single 6’ table, two chairs: $500 (add $25 for electric) 
  
Main Hall is SOLD OUT 
 
If you need more than a double space or a custom size space, contact us for a quote.  
Additional tables are just $10 each. Table allocations will be strictly limited to agreed number 
(we ran out in 2022).  
 

Additional Vendor passes can also be purchased for $100 each. TPF reserves the right to limit 
the number of Vendor passes purchased based on vendor booth size and need. 
 

NEW for 2023: All games exhibited in exchange for a weekend pass (vendor or exhibitor) must 
be set to free play and available for attendees to play all weekend. Exhibitor games are subject 
to an early removal fee of $100 if the game leaves the hall prior to the end of the show (and 
may be required to wait until early or late hours based on hall occupancy for safety concerns). 
Vendor and Exhibitor access (wristband color) are the same. Please register your free pass 
games using the online TPF Exhibitor portal and note your company name on the registration. If 
your registered games will not fit inside your booth area, they will be placed in the exhibitor 
rows as close to you as possible. If the title of the game(s) changes, just let us know or we can 
fix it during show set up. 
 

All vendors are listed on the TPF website vendor page. Floor location is not guaranteed, but we 
will do our best to accommodate requests. Booth sharing or subletting is prohibited w/o prior 
approval. Vendors are responsible for ensuring their space is adequate to contain their 
display and not encroach on neighboring vendors or isles. 
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Sponsorship Web Link on TPF homepage: $125/$250 
Vendors: Add your company logo with link to your website on our homepage for only $125: 
http://texaspinball.com/tpf/ (right side of page). 
Non-Vendors: $250 
Logo requirements for web placement are 130 pixels wide by a maximum of 130 pixels tall. 
 
 

WIFI Internet (2mb and 5mb high speed) will be available for purchase directly through Embassy Guest Services. 
 

All vendors, displays, advertisers, ad content, sponsors, and logos are subject to approval. 
Contact: info@texaspinball.com 
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